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Abstract
We propose that autonomy is a crucial aspect of consumer choice. We offer a definition
that situates autonomy among related constructs in philosophy and psychology, con-
trast actual with perceived autonomy in consumer contexts, examine the resilience of
perceived autonomy, and sketch out an agenda for research into the role of perceived
autonomy in an evolving marketplace increasingly characterized by automation.
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1 Why study consumer autonomy?

Individual autonomy and free will are central to Western Enlightenment thinking and
provide the foundation of the economic theory of consumer choice. Consumers
exercise autonomy whenever they freely choose from a set of possible options, though
their autonomy is inevitably subject to constraints (e.g., price, time, information). The
processes by which consumers navigate these constraints are some of the primary
topics of consumer research. Understanding how consumers perceive autonomy as they
make these choices may be equally crucial yet understudied. We call marketing
scholars’ attention to studying consumer perceptions of autonomy and outline an
agenda for doing so in a changing marketplace.

Technological advances are sensitizing popular discourse to novel threats to auton-
omy (e.g., the Cambridge Analytica scandal in 2018). Machine learning, artificial
intelligence, algorithm-based personalization, and neuroscience are reshaping market-
ing practice, with profound implications for the nature and role of consumer autonomy
(André et al. 2018). Policy makers, too, increasingly take note, shown by new measures
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to safeguard consumer privacy and debates about redesigning choice environments to
nudge consumers towards better decisions (Thaler and Sunstein 2008), yet discussions
of these concerns and policy measures have largely occurred outside the marketing
literature (Sunstein 2016; Wertenbroch 2016) or fallen outside the scope of earlier
dialogues on the effects of marketing automation (Wathieu et al. 2002).

Rapid advancements in the ability to track, monitor, recommend, and predict
consumers’ choices, and to create novel varieties of human-machine interaction,
suggest that marketing researchers renew their efforts to systematically study consumer
autonomy. To that end, we offer a definition of autonomy and highlight the importance
and resilience of perceived (contrasted with actual) autonomy as a worthwhile focus of
consumer research to help researchers conceptualize, understand, and study autonomy
in consumer choice. We close with a research agenda on the role of perceived
autonomy in the changing marketplace.

2 What is consumer autonomy?

Different disciplines have discussed various constructs related to autonomy. We treat
these constructs as sufficiently overlapping to use them interchangeably. The discipline
that has most extensively dealt with autonomy is philosophy, as part of the intractable
debate about what is required for an agent to have free will. Some suggest that free will
requires the ability to “choose otherwise” (Kane 2011). Others argue that free will
implies a particular structure of psychological states, spelled out in terms of second-
order preferences over first-order preferences or desires (Frankfurt 1971). Until recent-
ly, this debate has not been empirically informed by lay conceptions of free will.

Within the empirical literature, psychologists have weighed in on this debate with
findings either denying or affirming the existence of free will as a form of volition that
evolved from simpler animal agency (Baumeister and Monroe 2014; Wegner 2002).
Others have noted that rather than trying to empirically determine whether free will
exists, it is useful to study free-will perceptions and beliefs (Feldman 2017;
Wertenbroch et al. 2008) and to explore the role of perceived autonomy, free will,
and self-determination as fundamental drivers of motivation (Ryan and Deci 2000).

Within consumer choice contexts, we define autonomy as consumers’ ability to
make and enact decisions on their own, free from external influences imposed by other
agents. As such, threats to autonomy are often localized and related to specific choices
and do not challenge general beliefs about free will (Zwebner and Schrift 2020).
Nonetheless, this definition is consistent with laypeople’s understanding of free will
as choosing and acting on one’s own volition without external influence (Bandura
1989; Baumeister and Monroe 2014). It also acknowledges recent perspectives in
experimental philosophy that focus on how laypeople understand free will rather than
on whether it can and does exist (Nichols and Knobe 2007). People’s subjective
experience of autonomy may be nuanced and vary in salience and intensity.

Consistent with prior research, we distinguish autonomy from perceived control,
efficacy, or competence (Ryan and Deci 2000). Control relates to consumers’ ability to
influence outcomes through their actions and choices; autonomy relates to consumers’
freedom in initiating behavior regardless of their ability to impact the outcome (Skinner
1996). For example, while a consumer has no control over the random outcome of a
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gamble, they can make an autonomous choice to play it. Thus, the ability to freely and
independently choose a desired option, regardless of one’s control over the outcome of
that option, distinguishes autonomy from control, and implies that autonomy is a
necessary condition for perceived control but not vice versa. Note that while prior
research has frequently employed choice (or the lack of it) as an experimental manip-
ulation of control, it has often done so by hindering autonomy (a necessary condition
for control). This further illustrates the distinction between autonomy and control: even
in the face of uncontrollable outcome-uncertainty, consumers’ desire to choose free
from external influence is a fundamental and distinct driver of behavior.

3 Actual versus perceived autonomy in consumer contexts

Adopting this definition of autonomy, we note that marketing actions not only affect
actual but also—psychologically more crucially—perceived autonomy. Actual auton-
omy is the extent to which a person can make and enact their own decisions. Such
autonomous decision-making relies on both deliberate (system 2) and automatic
(system 1) thought processes, even though the person may not be aware of the
operation of these automatic processes (Kahneman 2011). Judgmental biases arising
from the operation of system 1 may violate norms of rationality, but they do not
necessarily undermine autonomy; they are simply part and parcel of everyday decision-
making. Autonomy is limited by external influence (e.g., coercion, manipulation, time
and resource constraints, available options, laws/regulations, social pressure).

Perceived autonomy is the individual’s subjective sense of being able to make and
enact decisions of their own volition. For consumers, the subjective experience of
autonomy may be associated with the deliberate and effortful cognitive processes that
characterize system 2 (Baumeister and Monroe 2014), yet it may become particularly
pronounced when automatic and deliberate processes conflict, as when someone
experiences an impulse to act (system 1) and an intention to resist it (system 2) during
a self-control or moral conflict (Wertenbroch et al. 2008).1 Such conflicts often
highlight the need for conscious decision-making, and are therefore, likely to increase
perceived autonomy. Conversely, threats to perceived (and actual) autonomy may also
involve both types of processes. System 2 may consciously respond to an external
constraint such as the unavailability of a choice option, respond to accountability and
justification requirements, and engage in forced deliberation or strategic impression
management. External influence on system 1 may be more difficult to notice and, one
could argue, constitutes a greater threat to actual than to perceived autonomy (e.g.,
decision frames and default nudges; Thaler and Sunstein 2008).

We propose that perceived autonomy and the ways it is threatened, maintained, or
enhanced are fundamental to consumer behavior and merits researchers’ and practi-
tioners’ attention in contemporary marketplace contexts. The internet has massively
reduced search and transaction costs. Consumers can obtain choice options at a fraction
of the cost they had to incur just several years ago. Thus, actual autonomy—in the
sense of reduced constraints on consumer choice—has dramatically increased, yet
when confronted with too many options, consumers may find it difficult to choose

1 Kant viewed autonomy as the capacity to freely pursue objective morality rather than desire.
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and end up less satisfied with their choices (Botti and Iyengar 2006). This “paradox of
choice” suggests that actual and perceived autonomy may not always correspond
(Markus and Schwartz 2010; Schwartz 2004).

To mitigate choice overload, companies have introduced recommendation algo-
rithms and targeting approaches that help consumers find the products and information
they prefer. While such algorithms facilitate choosing and may thus boost perceived
autonomy, they also run the risk of undermining actual autonomy, producing yet
another paradox.

First, as more and more data accumulate on individuals’ behavior and preferences,
consumers become more vulnerable to covert influences on their decisions (Susser et al.
2018). Consumers may relinquish small amounts of private data in order to gain
perceived autonomy (e.g., submitting a Google search query to obtain useful informa-
tion), but thereby grow incrementally more susceptible to manipulations that exploit
their data and undermine their actual autonomy—akin to the fabled frog being slowly
boiled alive without noticing it.

Second, algorithmic microtargeting uses consumers’ past behavior and choices as
the basis for predicting their future preferences and serving them preferred content. As
such, it reinforces existing preferences without exposing consumers to other available
offerings and binds them to social networks with convergent preferences (i.e.,
neglecting exploration in favor of exploitation). By generating such self-reinforcing
loops (Grafanaki 2017), marketing automation may gradually undermine and erode
consumers’ actual (and perhaps also perceived) autonomy. Consumers become less
likely to be exposed to options and content that does not correspond to their revealed
(first-order) preferences, depriving them of opportunities to change these preferences
and choose something else (enacting their second-order preferences).

4 Resilience of perceived autonomy

Consumers seem to exhibit a fundamental need for autonomy: evidence of external
influence on behavior need not undermine perceived autonomy (Nahmias et al. 2005),
and perceived (or at least reported) autonomy remains resilient in the face of numerous
threats (Rose, Buckwalter and Nicholas 2017; Zheng et al. 2016). In fact, people act to
reinforce their sense of free will when it is threatened (Bear and Knobe 2016). For
example, upon learning that their impending choices are predictable from their previ-
ously measured preferences, participants choose options that they prefer less in order to
assert their sense of autonomy. In contrast, when being predictable is merely framed as
having consistent preferences (without implying a deterministic world that impedes
autonomy), there is no threat to perceived autonomy and consumers more sensibly
choose their preferred options (Schrift et al. 2019).

An important determinant of perceived autonomy is whether external influence is
framed abstractly or concretely (Nichols and Knobe 2007). In an abstract framing, human
decisions are described as being determined (and perfectly predicted) by prior events in
general. In a concrete framing, one specific decision of one specific agent is described as
completely caused by prior events and thus perfectly predictable. Responding to an
abstract frame, people tend to report that autonomy is undermined if human actions are
completely determined, yet they tend to believe that autonomy can still be maintained
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when asked about a concrete individual action that is fully determined. Controversy
remains about how to best explain this effect (Murray and Nahmias 2014).

A second factor is whether autonomy is conceptualized as psychological or biolog-
ical. Previous consumer research has largely examined an important element of auton-
omy, self-control, through a psychological lens, involving operation by system 2, but
research elsewhere is increasingly identifying biological antecedents of willpower and
self-control (Sapolsky 2017). Lay conceptions likely align with the psychological over
the physical view, partly because the former is more intuitive and partly because people
have a strong affinity for mind-body dualism. Physical causation can be dismissed by a
coincident belief in a noncorporeal mind or soul (Bloom 2004).

A key question going forward is whether the evidence being amassed in the biolog-
ical sciences will eventually alter lay beliefs. Recent research has explored this question
by presenting laypeople with compelling physical evidence for failures of willpower and
measuring the perceived threat to autonomy (Zheng and Alba 2019): on the whole,
dualistic reasoning appears common. Despite neurological evidence to the contrary,
laypeople believe that transgressors’ failures of willpower can be attributed to their
noncorporeal selves, especially when a transgression is morally tinged and is committed
after some deliberation. They also discount the effects of a neurological deficit on their
own vulnerability to transgress, again based on their own noncorporeal virtue.

The policy and practice implications of biological causation are sizeable. The
prevalence and individual and societal costs of obesity and addiction continue to
increase, yet policy and practice remain fractious. Interventions based on biological
causation often compete with those that emphasize the primacy of willpower, perhaps
reflecting conflicting underlying beliefs about autonomy. An open question is whether
evidence of physical causation will alter the beliefs of policymakers, practitioners, and
organizations devoted to the advancement of human welfare. These stakeholders may
be swayed by the evolving beliefs of the lay public. While perceptions of autonomy in
specific circumstances seem remarkably impervious to evidence of physical causation
from neuroscience and genetics, it will be important for marketers to examine how
consumers’ experiences with new technologies in a changing marketplace affect
autonomy perceptions.

5 Perceived autonomy in a changing marketplace: a research agenda

Providing a comprehensive account of all the research that can be meaningfully
examined through the lens of autonomy is beyond the scope of this article. Instead,
we highlight open questions related to consumer autonomy in marketplace contexts that
are being dramatically reshaped by new technologies. Understanding how these tech-
nologies promote versus threaten consumer autonomy, with their attendant benefits and
downsides, is the subject of intense and ongoing societal debates (Harari 2018). We
build on the issues discussed above to outline a research agenda centered around the
antecedents and consequences of consumers’ perceptions of autonomy in a rapidly
changing marketplace (Table 1).

Choice abundance Global supply chains and online retail offer consumers a prolifer-
ation of choice options that was unimaginable a generation ago. Lifting external
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constraints on what can be chosen, this choice abundance increases actual autonomy.
Larger choice sets allow consumers to find products and services that more closely
match their preferences (Lancaster 1990). It is an open question, though, whether
online choice abundance also increases perceived autonomy. People view choice as
essential to autonomy, albeit with some variation within and across cultures (Markus
and Schwartz 2010). Choice boosts intrinsic motivation, perceived control, and eval-
uations of chosen alternatives, all improving consumer well-being (Botti and Iyengar
2006), yet expanding choice sets may increase decision difficulty, decision complexity,
and preference uncertainty (Chernev et al. 2015). This raises the question whether
choice abundance may, paradoxically, dampen perceived autonomy, if consumers feel
externally constrained by the debilitating decision difficulty induced by choice abun-
dance (Markus and Schwartz 2010; Novemsky et al. 2007).2

What might be possible consequences of changes in perceived autonomy from
choice abundance? Lowered autonomy perceptions may mediate well-documented
context and task effects on choice deferral and suboptimal choices (Dhar 1997). On
the other hand, heightened autonomy perceptions may mediate consumers’ ability to
“choose otherwise” and change their preferences (Parker and Schrift 2011), an
important means of exercising perceived autonomy. Consumers may also seek to
complicate important decisions that feel too easy (Schrift et al. 2011) or relinquish
what they may perceive as excessive autonomy and responsibility by avoiding or
delegating difficult decisions (Markus and Schwarz 2010; Steffel and Williams
2018).

Digital choice architecture and decision aids Of course, these same advances have also
inspired the development of new tools to help consumers navigate all these choices.
Consumers now have a variety of algorithms, recommendation systems, search tools,

Table 1 An agenda for research on perceived autonomy in a changing marketplace

Antecedents of perceived autonomy
(as a dependent variable: X➔perceived
autonomy)

Consequences of perceived autonomy (as a
mediating variable: X➔perceived
autonomy➔Y)

Choice abundance • Decreased search and transaction costs
• Increased decision difficulty,

complexity, preference uncertainty

• Well-being, satisfaction
• Choice deferral, delegation

Digital choice
architecture and
decision aids

• Decision aids (e.g., algorithms,
recommendation systems)

• Co-creation and design tools
• Robots and virtual assistants
• Personalized nudges

• Technology adoption, driven by
• expertise, identity-relevance
• autonomy enhancement
• privacy invasiveness
• Decision quality, well-being, satisfaction

Marketplace
information and
transparency

• Accumulation of customer data on own
and others’ characteristics, behaviors,
preferences

• Privacy violations
• Explainability of algorithms

• Reactions to microtargeting, intrusive
advertising, sophisticated persuasion
attempts

• Preference reversals under perceived
autonomy threat

2 How decision difficulty in general, triggered by factors such as type of conflict, tradeoff size and intensity,
and disfluency, impacts perceived autonomy is still unexplored.
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personalized nudges, or voice-activated assistants at their disposal. These may increase
perceptions of autonomy by enabling consumers to make better choices and enact their
preferences (Logg et al. 2019). At the same time, they may introduce new ways to
undermine it. Consumers often find computerized decision aids aversive, even when
they promote better decisions (Dietvorst et al. 2015). Similarly, decision aids and
algorithms that make consumers feel observed may decrease consumers’ perceived
autonomy and systematically bias their choices (Zwebner and Schrift 2020). Re-
searchers are just the beginning to explore conditions that promote perceived autonomy
and well-being in this new digital landscape, such as allowing individuals to modify
algorithms or using technology to facilitate crowdsourcing and co-creation (Fuchs and
Schreier 2011).

In turn, consumers’ perceived autonomy may also affect the adoption of decision
aids. On the one hand, household robots and virtual assistants may greatly enhance
autonomy perceptions (e.g., for the elderly). Yet when consumers derive identity-
relevant benefits from consuming a product, they are motivated to attribute con-
sumption outcomes to themselves and are thus more resistant to adopt automated
product features and technological assistance that undermine those attributions
(Leung et al. 2018). Consistent with those findings, experienced professionals
may avoid algorithmic assistance more than non-experts (Logg et al. 2019). The
conceptual links between perceived autonomy and the (self-)signaling value of
technology adoption call for further examination. Moreover, consumers may reject
tools, which violate their privacy and undermine their perceived autonomy (Carmon
et al. 2019).

Marketplace information and transparency The marketplace is replete with attempts
to influence consumers. Given the self-interested nature of firms, consumers may
view commercial persuasion as inherently threatening to their autonomy, even as
they engage in voluntary exchanges with firms (Sunstein 2016). Armed with more
and more data, firms can micro-target consumers based on their own past choices
and unique characteristics, posing new challenges to consumer autonomy from
privacy violations and lack of explainability (Kim et al. 2019). At the same time,
consumers are better informed and more aware of their susceptibility to covert
influences (Susser et al. 2018). It will be important to examine the implications of
this increased transparency, which sorts of promotional practices are more threaten-
ing to perceived autonomy, and how consumers weigh these threats against the
benefits of greater personalization.

A variety of consumer behaviors can be viewed as reactance to marketing
actions that endanger consumers’ sense of autonomy (Clee and Wicklund 1980).
Privacy is a precursor of perceived autonomy (Carmon et al. 2019), and research
suggests that consumers forego utility to cope with privacy-based autonomy
threats. For instance, consumers often reject microtargeting and intrusive adver-
tising practices (Goldfarb and Tucker 2011) and make choices contrary to their
own preferences to assert their autonomy (Fitzsimons and Lehmann 2004; Schrift
et al. 2019). Advertisements that explicitly categorize consumers may reduce their
perceived autonomy in identity expression, leading them to avoid products they
would otherwise prefer (Bhattacharjee et al. 2014). Future research might examine
how to minimize such reactance.
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6 Summary: the centrality of autonomy

This paper proposes that consumer autonomy is central to consumer choice. We offer a
definition that situates autonomy among related constructs in philosophy and psychol-
ogy, contrast actual with perceived autonomy in consumer contexts, examine the
resilience of perceived autonomy, and sketch out a research agenda for an evolving
marketplace increasingly characterized by automation.

Notably, we share these ideas in the midst of the global COVID-19 lockdown, the
most widespread curtailment of human autonomy in history, affecting roughly half the
world’s population. Restrictions in movement—limiting social and family interaction,
curbing workplace activity, eliminating international travel—are imposing extraordi-
nary human tragedy, economic collapse, and psychological harm. Social and political
upheaval may follow. Yet as external constraints on autonomy have tightened, firms
and (sufficiently lucky) consumers are devising creative ways to push the limits of
perceived autonomy while working, exercising, and socializing from home, and to
substitute online for physical experiences. These unprecedented shifts in consumer
autonomy might engender enduring changes in how we use technology to work, buy,
consume, and interact, making the interplay between perceived autonomy and market-
ing automation that we have outlined all the more relevant.

Beyond marketing, the autonomy construct raises intriguing psychological and
ethical questions. With autonomy defined as freedom from external influence, can
consumer choice ever be considered fully autonomous, given that all choice is subject
to a choice architecture (Thaler and Sunstein 2008)? Is it more appropriate to concep-
tualize autonomy by degree, without an upper bound? Is perceived autonomy a
function of decision difficulty? Is consensual nudging autonomy-preserving (Sunstein
2016)—when consumers engage system 2 to approve external influence on system 1?
More broadly, when and how would consumers willingly relinquish a certain degree of
autonomy to gain other benefits? When might a sense of reduced autonomy benefit
individuals? These and related questions are still open and may become increasingly
relevant and impactful to marketing practice and theory.
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